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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

"And you may ask yourself, how did I get here?" 
Talkkig Heads, Once in a Lifetime 

All in the Timing by David Ives is a series of six short one-act plays dealing with the 

nature of tkne. It was an kiteresting road that led me to this play. I had kitended to 

dkect several other plays before I chose this one; in fact, All in the Timing was 

chosen for k's workabUky m the given ckcumstances under which I was to dkect: the 

Lubbock Summer Rep. 

Lubbock Summer Rep consists of four shows played ki a repertory sequence: a 

different show every lught. Four dkectors are given four separate daUy rehearsal 

tunes, and share one group of actors from which to select thek casts. These actors 

also buUd the sets and work ki the costume shop to help get the shows up and ninnkig. 

It is a total theatre experience. It is also a gmeling, backbreakkig, hectic three weeks 

ki which to get your show together. 

In order to show how I chose All in the Timing I must fkst summarize the skuation 

so as to estabUsh a logical tram of thought to my choice. Origkially I was slated to 

dkect my thesis production m the fall of 1999. The summer dkectors had akeady 

been chosen, and I was preparing for the facuky a list of shows that I would like to 

dkect. These plays were for the most part written by Terrence McNally. I chose 

these based on the research I had done about hkn ki the Theatre and Dance 

departments course on Graduate Research Methods. Terrence McNally is from my 



hometown of Corpus Christi, and I greatly admke his work. Afler compilkig the 

research for the class I selected two of his plays to submit, Frankie and Johnny in the 

Claire De Lune and It's Only a Play. I also mcluded Talk Radio by Eric Bergosian 

and Orphans by Lyle Kessler. I had conceived ideas on how I would approach them 

m order to be ready to go for the fall when I was informed that one of the summer 

dkectors was getting married. This left an open tkne slot in the summer that needed to 

be filled. I was chosen to fill k. 

This did not bother me; I fek that I would be ready to go m the summer. I 

submitted my play selection and was turned down on aU counts. The facuky did not 

think that the plays I had chosen were sukable for a summer audience; flirther, the 

plays selected for the Summer Rep shows had an opportunity to go to the Angel Fke 

resort in New Mexico, and ks Board of Dkectors did not encourage the types of plays 

I had chosen. 

The fkst reaction to this type of rejection is anger, but that soon passed as I 

considered the nature of theatre: you play for your audience. If you cannot fiU the 

seats, then there is no sense domg the show. If people are offended by some of the 

language used by modem playwrights, that is thek choice; they are buymg the 

tickets. I suppose if I really fek my artistic creativky was bekig smothered, I could go 

to a different school where such plays are accepted. Aside from this, I was now m a 

quandary: What plays should I do? 

Skice I was fixated on Terrence McNally, the Facuky suggested that I read Lips 

Together, Teeth Apart; a play the facuky generaUy accepted as bekig a good one. I 

had certamly heard of the script through my research, but had not read k. As I began 



readkig the script, the fk-st thing that stmck me as a problem was the fact that there 

was a swknmkig pool on stage. At the tkne, I thought that the summer shows would 

be performed on the Mainstage. I did not realize that we would be running on 

altematkig nights in the Lab Theatre. In fact, I was unaware of many things about the 

Summer Rep situation that would have greatly akered my choices for shows. 

My Misconceptions 

As I stated above, I thought that the plays would be on the Mamstage; that was my 

first misconception. I also had no idea of the time frame m which we would be 

working, Le., three weeks of rehearsal. The concept of running the shows in a rep 

skuation, a different one every night, would have also significantly changed my play 

selections. As k stood, I thought we had four weeks on the Mamstage, and were 

performkig the shows one weekend apiece. No one told me this mformation; I just 

assumed k was to be this way based on my past experiences. BeUeving these 

preconceived notions, I agreed to dkect Lips Together, Teeth Apart. I stayed with this 

script untU the first Summer Rep production meeting, which was, thankfliUy, ki AprU. 

It was at this production meetmg that I discovered my errors. When I realized what 

I was up agamst, I became despondent about my choice. A fliU-size swknmkig pool 

onstage which needed to be moved nightly? Three weeks to put together a three-act 

play? I did not see how k was possible. I put these problems to the Facuky, who had 

not realized the scenery problems either, and we decided that I should find a new play. 

Wkh the three-week rehearsal schedule clangkig in my head Uke a bell, coupled 

wkh the fact that I would need a script that aUowed for easy constmction and strike, 



and allowing that I had a cast of actors who would be kivolved ki one or two other 

productions, I went forth to fmd another play. My crkeria for play selection no longer 

depended on what I would lUce to do, but what I could do within the restrictions and 

stUl dkect with some competence. Unfortunately, I had no ideas. I wanted two one-

act plays that somehow tied together. The reasoning behkid this was the simple fact 

that one-act plays kivolve different sets of characters. The actors, akeady under a 

burden, would not have as many responsibilkies as they would ki a fliU-length play. I 

could use some actors in the first play and different ones ki the second. I asked friends 

and facuky alUce which plays I could possibly do, and the choices I came up wkh 

were: 

• Adaptation by Elakie May, 

• Next by Terrence McNally, 

• All in the Timing by David Ives. 

I read the first two plays and came up wkh ideas about them, but nothing 

seemed to cUck. Dr. Donahue suggested All in the Timing and said she had seen k 

done with great success, and that k fit weU wkhki my guidelkies. The script that I 

checked out from the Ubrary was not the actkig version of ̂ // in the Timing', k 

contamed fourteen one-act plays by David Ives. So I was on to my next mistake. 

As I read All in the Timing, I became more and more excited. David Ives's one-act 

plays were just what I was lookkig for. They were short one-acts, anywhere from 

fifteen to forty mkiutes m length, and I could pick and choose which ones I wanted to 

do. Also, I could cast actors who would only be responsible for one or two scenes 

kistead of two-and-a-half-hours of actkig; so I chose five of the scenes and calculated 



that k would be anywhere between one-and-a-half to two hours long. I also 

discovered that I could best do the show with five men and five women, each one 

responsible for one or two of the scenes. This would reduce actor commkment and 

allow them some much-needed rest. What I did not realize was that the acting version 

of ̂ // in the Timing and the book I had read were different entkies. 

I will discuss David Ives and his wrkings in greater detaU ki the next chapter. The 

explanation of my confusion of versions of the script can be clarified here. All in the 

Timing, the acting version, is a series of six plays. The one I read was a series of 

fourteen plays. The plays I had chosen from this book were not available in an acting 

version. If I wanted to do the ones I had origkially picked, the Universky would have 

had to pay two royaky fees. Shot dovm once again, I re-read the six plays that were m 

the acting version and chose five of them. 

Wkh a bk of research on my part, some of these problems could have been avoided; 

however, these thkigs that happened occurred ki a very short tkne: one week. In that 

time I could only read the plays that I had found, and the research would have to wak 

imtU I chose one. 



CHAPTER II 

ANALYSIS 

As I stated m the previous chapter, I did not have a great deal of tkne to research the 

production of All in the Timing. Most of my research would occur after the production 

was akeady completed. This hkidsight would allow me to regard with twenty-twenty 

vision the errors that I might have avoided wkh the proper research. 

This chapter wUl outlkie my pre-production analysis of the play and my post-

production research. I will approach each play separately, as each is complete within 

kself It was durkig the pre-production analysis of the script that I would develop 

most of my concepts for the production. I wUl kiclude a history of David Ives and his 

progress as a playwright up to All in the Timing, a brief production history of ̂ // in the 

Timing and other works by Ives, and analysis of the plays that make up All in the 

Timing. 

David Ives, playwright 

David Ives was bom ki Chicago ki 1951. He grew up on the South Side of town 

and began developing a taste for theatre at a young age. In an mterview wkh 

Christopher Rawson of the Pittsburgh Post Gazette, Ives states: "I was warped as a 

child. I got the theatre bug when I was 12 to 16, and really got k when I was 17. You 

have to go and get bk and you have to do k" (Rawson B4). He wrote his first play 

even before he got "bk by the bug." At age 10 he condensed a 300-page novel down 

to 16 pages: " 'That set the tone for my whole wrkmg life.' He says, referrkig to his 



short comic style" (B4). It was this style that would eventually brkig him into the 

spotUght. 

Ives went to coUege at Northwestem Universky ki Chicago, where he majored ki 

EngUsh Lkerature. It was in 1972, at the age of twenty-one, that Ives received his first 

accolade: "[Ives] became the youngest playwright ever to be granted an OADR 

(Office of Advanced Drama Research)/Rockefeller Foundation playwright grant" 

(FreUgh C4). He used the grant money to write a play entkled Canvas, which deak 

with a dykig pakiter; k was performed at New York's Ckcle Repertory Theatre. He 

graduated at age twenty-two from Northwestem and traveled to New York to find his 

place in the theatre. WhUe in New York he worked odd jobs untU he was hked as an 

edkor for the journal Foreign Affairs Magazine. His early plays, he admits, were not 

much good, citkig as the reason 

I think ki a flinny way I was trying to reinvent theatre, like some sort of idiot 
savant, I was trykig to write this sort of big Shakespearean play, which I just 
didn't have the facilky to do. (Ridley A7) 

He decided k was time to quk the magazme and go back to what he should be domg; 

so at age tlurty-one he decided to return to school to get his playwrkkig degree. He 

entered the Yale School of Drama for an MFA degree ki Playwrkkig. 

It was at Yale that he came across the comedic style that would catapuk hkn to 

stardom, as Becky Freligh of the Cleveland Plain Dealer discovered m her mterview 

with Ives: 

Three of his plays were performed while he was at Yale, and m 1984 Ives was 
named the fk*st recipient of the Audrey Wood Scholarship, awarded to an 
outstanding playwright m his or her final year at Yale. (C4) 

The year before he graduated he was hked as 



playwright ki residence at the WUliamstown (Mass.) Theatre Festival, where 
his Lives and Deaths of the Great Harry Houdini was performed, as was a 
staged readkig of his musical Polly dkected by Austki Pendleton. (FreUgh C4) 

It was just after he emerged from the Yale School of Drama that he began to wrke the 

short plays that would eventuaUy become All in the Timing. 

Akeady an established, if not terribly successful playwright, Ives started wrking a 

series of short one-acts. The reason for domg this stUl escapes him: 

I really don't know why [he wrote the short plays], he says. Partly k came 
about because I was wrkmg them for myself You can't wrke 15-mmute plays 
or 12-minute plays or five-minute plays wkh any kind of commercial deal m 
mkid. (Ridley A7) 

A commercial deal is just what Ives would fmd, a deal that has become his greatest 

success. 

While All in the Timing has been Ives's greatest commercial success, he has 

written over fourteen other plays. He has also written the libretti for two operas 

Pitcher Perfect, an opera based on the comic drama The Broken Jug by Heinrich von 

Kliest, and The Secret Garden, based on Hodgson Burnett's tale of an orphan gkl from 

India sent to care for her eccentric uncle. He also wrkes fiction, and in 1984 "his story 

*Specknen Souls,' was cited among the distkiguished stories of the year in John 

Updike's selection of 'The Best Short Stories of 1984'" (Freligh C4). Even with these 

early accolades k was difficuk for Ives to convkice people that he was a talented 

playwright; he notes the frustration he fek ki his early years m an mterview wkh 

CUfford Ridley, saykig: 

There were tknes ki my life when I fek Uke a beggar m the marketplace wkh a 
diamond ki my hand, teUkig people k's a diamond and they didn't beUeve me. 



There were certamly a lot of years spent pretty angry about gettkig nowhere 
and feeling I was wrkmg pretty weU. (A7) 

But Uke many people who achieve overnight success, Ives didn't enjoy the fame 

aspect of his life, statkig ki the very next sentence of the same mterview: 

But now I'm findkig that my wrkmg tkne is getting constricted by nonsense 
that I never wanted to be involved m.... I'd like to get back to worrymg about 
the rent, and wrkmg from 9 to 1 wkhout my phone ever ringkig.... It's very 
strange. It's aU very strange. (A7) 

Strange or not, Ives continues to write plays, his latest play, Don Juan in Chicago, 

opened to good reviews in 1995. 

He is not limking himself to wrking ekher; ki 1995 he was appomted adjunct 

Professor at Columbia University, teaching playwritmg to second-year MFA 

students in the Oscar Hammersteki II Center for Theatre Studies: an interestkig bk of 

irony, skice it is Columbia University that is the settkig for his Words, Words, 

Words, m which three monkeys type kito kifinky to see if they can produce Hamlet. 

Ives even draws a parallel to the script and his new job: "[In teaching] 

It's more as if I'm Rosenbaum; I have seven prknates in my class whom I have to 

induce to write 'Hamlet,' by hook or by crook" (Columbia University Record 1). 

This is not a very flattering description of his students. 

Ives is considered by many crkics to be the new voice ki the theatre world. His 

mterview for the Columbia Universky Record Usts kistances of his crkical acclakns: 

[Ives] has won raves from crkics Richard CorUss in Time, John Simon ki New 
York Magazine, Ben Brantley and Vincent Canby ki The New York Times and 
many others. (2) 

Ives has received numerous awards for All in the Timing, kicludmg the Outer Critics 



Ckcle's John Gassner Playwrkkig Award and a Drama Desk nomination for 

Outstandkig Play. He also received the 1994 George and Elizabeth Marton 

Playwrkkig award from Young Playwrights Inc., and he was named m New York 

Magazines Ust of the "100 Smartest New Yorkers." Ives wasn't knpressed wkh his 

name in the Ust, statkig: "'Lists are anti-democratic, discrkninatory, and sometimes the 

prkit is too smaU'" (Columbia University Record 2). This being the Ust of his 

accolades, I began to wonder who his mfluences were and what he thought of other 

playwrights of his tkne. 

David Ives grew up ki Chicago, as did another playwright who is extremely 

popular today, David Mamet. David Ives speaks in great detaU about Mamet in his 

interview wkh Christopher Rawson of the Pittsburgh Post Gazette 

"I have a perpetual question about Mamet," says Ives. "In 100 years, wUl he 
have any knportance? He's certamly been a good force for the American 
Theatre right now. But is his language musical enough? Will k turn out to be 
Congreve or Johnson, or only Clifford Odets?" Not cokicidentally, Ives is 
from Chicago, Uke Mamet. "I grew up on the South Side, about 10 blocks 
from him. We probably rode the same bus to school each day, readkig 
Dostoyevski m the back and smokkig cigarettes." Ives quotes Murray 
Shisgall's mle of thumb: "Never take seriously any livkig playwright." 
(Rawson A7) 

When asked about the people that inspked him as a playwright, Ives says, ki his best 

comedic style: "I thkik the best Uvkig American playwright is Shakespeare, closely 

followed by Chekhov and Sophocles- aU of whom are from Chicago, lUce aU the best 

playwrights" (A7). Ives even gives his own type of artistic nod to David Mamet with 

his short play entkled Speed-the-Play, which is a comedically condensed version of 

four of Mamet's plays. But how does he measure his own work? In the next 

section I wUl discuss Ives's thoughts on his work, particularly^// in the Timing. 
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David Ives and All in the Timing 

All in the Timing began as a series of short plays that David Ives wrote for his own 

pleasure. They were produced separately at the Manhattan Punch Lkie Theatre ki New 

York City in the foUowmg order: 

• Words, Words, ^or^5 m January 1987, 

• Sure Thing ki February of 1988, 

• Philip Glass Buys a Loaf of Bread m January of 1990, 

• Variations on the Death of Trotsky in January of 1991, 

• The Philadelphia in January of 1992 at the New Hope performkig Arts Festival m 

New Hope, Pennsylvania, 

• The Universal Language in November of 1993 by Prknary Stages Company ki 

New York City (Ives 3). 

The plays were performed together as All in the Timing ki December, 1993 at Prknary 

Stages m New York. The primary people kivolved were as follows: 

It was dkected by Jason McConnell Buzas; the set design was by Bmce 
Goodrich; the costume design was by Sharon Lynch; the lightmg design was 
by Deborah Constantine and the production stage manager was Christkie 
CattL(Ivesll) 

The actkig version of All in the Timing consists of these sbc plays; however the 

number of plays have been expanded to fourteen m a Uterary version of All in the 

Timing. It was this version of the script that caused my first problems. I thought I 

could choose any five of fourteen; that was not the case. There is a great deal of 

repetkion ki several of the plays written by David Ives; each book of his plays such 
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as Long Ago and Far Away contains at least two plays from the Uterary version of ̂ // 

in the Timing. Other examples of this are Variations on the Death of Trotsky and 

other plays which contakis nothkig but plays from the Uterary version of ̂ 4// in the 

Timing and three of the plays from the actmg version of ̂ // in the Timing. But there 

are other plays written by Ives that do not contaki this short play form and are ki fact 

fiiU-length plays. I wiU give a brief history of these plays before movkig on to the 

analysis of ̂ 4// in the Timing. 

As mentioned above, Ives wrote the play Canvas as a resuk of an OADR grant. Not 

a comedy. Canvas deals with a dykig painter and his view of Ufe, a rather bleak view. 

When commentkig on Canvas, " Ives said he finds 'Canvas' 'so grim that when I 

recently tried to reread k, I couldn't make k through'" (FreUgh A8). Not findkig the 

dramatic style of wrking to his taste "He turned to comedy wkh his fourth play, 'The 

Conversion'- 'It puUed me out of the ceUar somehow' -and has skice been knovm for 

his comic works" (A8). 

Starting ki 1988, Ives had several plays produced: 

January 23, 1988: Land of Cockaigne has world premiere at Dobama Theatre 

1988: Ancient History is produced by Prknary Stages; 

1988: Begkis work on the Libretto for Pitcher Perfect; 

1989: Mere Mortals was produced by Ensemble Studio Theatre; 

1991: The Secret Garden opens at Centennial HaU, with Ives as Ubrettist; 

1991: The Red Address is performed ki the Magic Theater's Springfest of New 

Plays in San Francisco; 
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• 1993: Long Ago and Far Away is staged at the Ensemble Theatre in New York; 

• December 6, 1993: All in the Timing is premiered in ks entkety at Primary Stages; 

• March 22, 1995: Don Juan in Chicago premieres at Primary Stages in New York. 

As I con^ared the timelines of the All in the Timing plays and the premieres of his 

other work, I noticed that Ives had several kons m the fire at the same tkne; but the 

plays were not as numerous as they may seem. As I stated before, both Long Ago and 

Far Away and Mere Mortals contain at least two of the short plays found in All in the 

Timing and the fourteen play Uterary book of ̂ // in the Timing contakis nearly all of 

them. 

Reviews 

All in the Timing has received mixed reviews from many crkics. To gather a better 

picture of what crkics thought of different productions, I gathered reviews from aU 

over America. I will begin wkh the opening night review from New York and 

contkiue chronologically through several reviews of the production ki different areas 

of the country. 

Clive Barnes of the New York Post wrote his openkig-night review of All in the 

Timing on December 7, 1993. The headlkie: "David Ives' sbc plays are short but 

sweet" (Barnes D9). Barnes has a difficuk tkne classifykig the work because of the 

length of the shows, wrkmg ki the fkst Une of the review: 

Brevky may be- as Shakespeare assures us- the soul of wk, but how short 
can a play be while remammg a play and not lurchkig over kito the surely 
mferior category of a sketch? (D9) 
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He doesn't reaUy wrke that this is a problem, statkig that the plays have one thkig that 

sketches don't: character. As for Ives's wrkmg, Barnes describes him as 

... A cartoonist— probably a New Yorker Cartoonist— who creates his own 
crazy world peopled wkh crazier mhabkants often with a morbid interest in 
words and tkning. (D9) 

In ks entkety, the openkig night review for All in the Timing was admkable. The 

review would echo many of the same thoughts of other theatre critics. 

All in the Timing opened ki Bridgeport, Connecticut on May 5, 1994, at the John 

Houseman Theatre and was reviewed by Shirley Mathews of the Connecticut Post 

with the headlkie: "'Tknkig': An kiteUectual's answer to the Marx Brothers" 

(Mathews E7). 

Mathew's opening sentence is her best description of the play: 

The characters ki David Ives' "All in the Tknkig" are not so much like ships 
passkig ki the incomprehensible night as they are vessels fogbound in a 
universe that they almost— but never quke- understand. (E7) 

It appears to be criticism that wUl follow Timing throughout ks journey; the crkics 

lUce k but are not quke sure how to describe k m ks entkety. 

Nelson Pressley of the Washington Times (DC) makes a more defkike statement. In 

Pressley's November 16, 1994 review of ̂ // in the Timing he writes: '"AU m the 

Timing' is a rarity: a beautifully played, riotous, high-mmded comedy- sbc little 

comedies, actuaUy- that never slows down" (Pressley B6). Pressley's review is filled 

with praise for both Ives's wrking and the production kself Pressley describes Ives: 

He's a throwback to the great American wks of the early part of this 
century, Algonquki Round Table pundks such as Dorothy Parker (but 
sunnier) or learned zanies such as Kaufman and Hart. (B6) 
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He praises both the actors and the dkector on thek handlkig of Ives's language, 

statkig: "Nick Olcott's rehearsals must have been like boot camp, for his cast has been 

superbly drUled" (B6). The next year. All in the Timing came to Texas. 

On June 26, 1995 Timing opened at Theatre Three m DaUas, Texas. The review 

was written by Jerome Weeks of the Dallas Morning News under the very apt Texas 

headlkie: "Sbc-Pack" (Weeks B9). Week's review of ̂ // in the Timing is not as kkid 

as others; he writes in his openkig sentence: 

At ks best, David Ives' All in the Timing is comic wrkmg of a high order, a 
sly, highly whknsical order: the Kids m the Hall to the fifth power or James 
Joyce and Little Richard script-doctorkig sketches for David Letterman. 
(B9) 

This is the highest praise he gives Ives. He continues his accolades with: 

The coUection of six one-acts.. .comprises a witty and most welcome 
contemporary script, the fiinniest the theatre has presented ki years. Thank 
heaven Theatre Three doesn't clutter it up— too much. (B9) 

Weeks was impressed wkh Universal Language and Sure Thing, but less impressed 

with the production of The Philadelphia and Variations on the Death of Trotsky. He 

also didn't care much for the set design: ".. .the garish ckcus colors of the set seem to 

be desperately armounckig WackinessV (B9). As for Ives's wrking, he says: 

It's easy to over-estknate Mr. Ives' comic abiUties because, like Tom 
Stoppard at his most facile, he combines an kiteUectual gU bness with a 
boulevardier 's penchant for name-dropping and easy payoffs. There's also, 
occasionally, a tone of snarky coUegiate cleverness reminiscent of Monty 
Python or early National Lampoon. (B9) 

I do not beUeve that David Ives would consider bekig compared to Monty Python or 

National Lampoon much of an kisuk; m fact, I beUeve that k was just that sort of tone 

he was lookkig for when he was wrkkig Timing. 
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Analysis of ̂ // in the Timing 

In this section I wUl provide a synopsis of each of the one-acts that comprises All in 

the Timing. I wUl also defme the Unk, if any, the plays have wkh each other. I will do 

this in the order of the actmg version of the script, which is not the order ki which I 

had the plays performed. 

Sure Thing is the fkst play of ̂ // in the Timing. In k, Betty and Bill meet ki a cafe 

and attempt conversation. AU is fme untU one or the other makes a social fax paus, at 

which pokit an offstage bell rkigs and the conversation begms again from the point of 

the faux pas. BUI makes most of the kiitial mistakes, as he is the one trykig to make 

conversation; Betty is simply mkidkig her own buskiess when he kitmdes. BUI tries 

several times to make conversation, but is rejected by Betty over and over again. The 

couple then takes turns makkig mistakes and backtrackkig until they finaUy estabUsh a 

relationship and decide to leave together. 

It is a simple story, and if the conversational gambks were wkhout kitermptions 

then the play would merely be a series of pick-up Unes. It is the kitmsion of the bell 

that stops time and allows them to backtrack that makes the play unique. 

What is the bell? Is k God reachkig down and stoppkig everything so that the two 

can have another shot at domg k right? I think the knportant thkig about this play is 

the fact that the characters are not consistent. Thek ideas about life and reUgion and 

polkics change from one moment to the next. The play teUs an mterestkig tale of 

society ki that we must change ourselves to be sukable to others. The comedic 

element comes from the mistakes the characters make and the fimny things that 

kiadvertently come out of thek mouths. 
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I think the play makes more sense if the two characters represent a sort of 

"Everyman couple"- if the audience gets a sense that this was every pick-up situation 

that ever occurred and the Ikies of dialogue are moments from each of those situations. 

If that is the case, the Une "It's aU ki the timkig" makes more sense. Of course, k is 

comedy, and perhaps I am readkig too much into k. It is extremely well written; I feel 

the best written of aU the plays. It is this play and Universal Language that were the 

favorites of the crkics and most of the audience members that viewed my production. 

The next play ki the series. Words, Words, Words deals with the philosophical 

adage that three monkeys typkig kito kifinky would eventually produce Hamlet. I had 

actuaUy heard the adage as: 700 monkeys typkig for 700 years on 700 typewrkers 

would eventually produce the entke works of Shakespeare; but puttkig 700 actors 

onstage would probably not be feasible. 

In this case, we have three monkeys named after famous authors: Swdft, Kafka, and 

Mikon. Each of the monkeys shares personaUty traks wkh ks respective author. The 

monkeys are nervous because they are not producing. They are under pressure to write 

Hamlet and they don't even know what k is. As they type away, they accidentaUy 

come up with bks and pieces of Hamlet, both on thek typewrkers and ki thek 

conversation. They discuss philosophy and poUtics as they apply to thek own 

skuation, and they aU eventually go thek ovm way. MUton goes with the system, 

agreekig to give Hamlet a try. Swift, much in sync with his namesake, goes against 

the system and at play's end is scheming to kUl Professor Rosenbaum, the scientist 

who is responsible for thek bekig locked up. Kafka actuaUy begms wrkmg Hamlet, 

totaUy oblivious of the fact as the lights fade to black. 
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In order for this play to be understood ki aU ks intricacies, the audience must be 

knowledgeable of the authors represented. There is plenty of physical comedy wkh 

the monkeys running about and such, but the tme comedy Ues ki the duaUty of the 

monkeys wkh thek namesakes and the way in which they interact wkh each other. 

The Universal Language is about a con man who makes up a new language, 

Unamunda, to teach to people for $500. A stuttering gkl named Davm is his only 

customer. As the play begins, the language appears to be nonsensical; but the 

language is anything but nonsense. By using actual words from English, he creates 

new words in Unamunda. An example of this is found in Don's fkst line in the play, 

when he uses the word "Velcro" for "welcome" (Ives 41). The words are phonetically 

sknilar, and at the same tkne the Unamundan word takes on ks English translation as 

well as the meankig Ives puts to k. 

Universal Language was originally written as a musical theatre piece. In his 

mterview with Clifford Ridley, Ives recaUs the event that led up to k: 

It was durkig the first months of that collaboration [on the opera Secret 
Garden] that he fkst wrote "The Universal Language"... "The composer 
said to me afterward that the reason k didn't work was that k didn't need the 
music," Ives recaUs, "and that gave me all the more kicentive to actually 
wrke k as a play." (Ridley A7) 

He changed k kito a play, and "a play on words," as he does with many of the pieces 

m All in the Timing. 

I was reading through a book on Existentialism one day after the production was 

over when I came across a phUosopher named Miguel de Unamuno. Although I never 

found any actual evidence that the language Unamunda was based on his teachkigs, I 
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did wonder if Ives might not have added a thkd level to the play by basing the 

situations on the Existentialist view of Unamuno. 

Of aU the plays ki Timing, The Philadelphia is the one crkics and audience 

members viewing my production seemed to like the least. Here, Ives puts us in a 

restaurant where a man cannot get what he wants and must ask for ks opposke. The 

man is Mark, and he is caught m what his friend Al teUs him is a 'Philadelphia'. It is a 

metaphysical condkion named for the cky that kivented the cheese steak, "Something 

that nobody in his right mind would willkigly ask for" (Ives 77). Al explams to Mark 

that the way to live ki a Philadelphia is to ask for the opposke. If Mark wants the New 

York Times, he has to ask for the Daily News, etc. This goes on for some time: the 

wakress enters and explains to Al that he has lost his job. Al doesn't mkid; he's in a 

'Los Angeles,' "and Ufe is beautiful" (Ives 78). Ives gives us the notion that nothmg 

ever bothers people ki LA, regardless of what k is. Al coaches Mark on the fmer 

pokits of livkig ki a Philadelphia, and fmally has Mark test hknself on the waitress: 

"Order yourself a Bud and a burger, but do not ask for a Bud and a burger" (Ives 79). 

Mark completes the order by askkig for the opposke, and is fmally relaxkig when the 

waitress brkigs out the food; she has Mark's order right, but gives Al a cheese steak. 

Al is now ki the PhUly wkh Mark, and realizes what a mm his Ufe has become. He 

storms off as the waitress re-enters, sks down with Mark, and they start a conversation, 

uskig the opposite of the words they mean. 

This play remkided me of a Une ki Zoo Story by Edward Albee; Jerry says to Peter 

"It is sometknes necessary to go a long distance in the wrong dkection m order to 

come back a short distance correctly" (Albee 3). In The Philadelphia the premise is to 
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ask for the opposke of what you want ki order to get what you deske. The problem 

with the text is that k goes on for too long asking for the opposke, and oftentimes k is 

not the correct opposke. An example is "you want pastrami, ask for tongue" (79). 

Pastrami and tongue are not opposke of each other. This occurs several times in the 

script. I beUeve this is why crkics and audience members do not lUce The Philadelphia 

as much as the others. 

David Ives was worried that The Philadelphia would offend audiences. When 

speaking with Clifford Ridley, who wrkes for the Philadelphia Inquirer, (more kony) 

CUfford wrkes: 

Ives worries whether Philadelphians wUl be offended by a kind of black hole 
caUed "a Philadelphia." He has, after aU, heard from a Midwestemer miffed 
about the play's reference to "a Cleveland"— a condkion "lUce death without 
the advantages." (A6) 

Audiences in Texas did not seem to mind. 

It seems the idea of The Philadelphia was a good one. A Seinfeld episode, The 

Opposite (Episode 82), written by Larry David, Jerry Sekifeld, and Andy Cowan used 

a sknilar idea. George Costanza's whole life is the opposke of what he wants; every 

decision he ever made is the wrong one. One day, ki a restaurant, George decides to 

ask for the opposke of what he normally orders, saykig that he wUl do everythkig 

opposke of what he normally does. He orders chicken kistead offish and tea kistead 

of coffee. Right after this happens, a beautiflil gkl looks over at hkn and he decides to 

go talk to her, exactly the opposke of what he would normally do. He begkis speakkig 

to the gkl and gets a date. Later ki the episode, while domg the opposke, he lands a 

job with the Yankees. This episode of Seinfeld "was fkst aked on May 5^, 1994, as the 
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season fmale. The Philadelphia was first produced ki 1992. Skice 1994 was the year 

Timing began to get attention, I thkik the wrkers of Seinfeld might have borrowed the 

idea from Ives. 

Variations on the Death of Trotsky deals with the death of Russian revolutionary 

Leon Trotsky. It takes place ki Trotsky's home ki Coyoacan, Mexico. The play deals 

with the assassination of Trotsky by Ramon Mercader, his gardener. Dealkig wkh the 

death of a famous person is usuaUy the stuff of drama, but Ives, once agaki, decides to 

put a spki on the skuation. Trotsky was stmck in the head with a mountaki clknber's 

ax and died the next day. It is this little qukk ki the skuation that Ives deals wkh. It 

seems that Ives found the idea of someone livkig a full day after bekig hit in the head 

wkh an ax a pretty remarkable thkig, and he uses this play to knagkie what k must 

have been lUce to be in the Trotsky home during this tkne. 

Variations on the Death of Trotsky contaki eight versions of Trotsky's death, each 

more bizarre than the last. The fkst is a straightforward rendkion of Trotsky's death. 

Trotsky is sittkig at his desk, working on his book, when his wife comes ki and tells 

him she has read about his death in the encyclopedia. She explams that he has been 

murdered with a mountaki climber's ax. Trotsky touches the top of his head, and sure 

enough there is a mountaki climber's ax stickkig out of k. He does not seem 

particularly shocked by this turn of events; he merely goes to the mkror to check, and 

then he comes back to the desk and dies. Immediately the lights go out and come back 

up to find the scene back at ks begmnmg. 

Version Two starts just as Version One; Trotsky is wrkkig, and Mrs. Trotsky 

comes out with the encyclopedia and teUs him of her discovery. This tkne he is even 
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less surprised than ki the first scene, saykig that he noticed the ax in his head when he 

was shaving this morning. He then forgets about the ax ki his head and begins 

describkig his terror of ice picks, for k is an ice pick that he thkiks wUl kUl him. He 

has dreams about an assassm stabbkig hkn wkh an ice pick. He then shows Mrs. 

Trotsky a skuU on his desk and teUs her that skice he owns k, k is Trotsky's skuU. He 

says: 

If some Spanish-Communist-posing as a gardener wants to bury something 
ki my skull, be k a... you-know-what or anything else - this wiU be here as 
a decoy. He'U see the skull, recognize k as my skull, bury something m k, 
and he'U go his way and I'll go mkie. Isn't that mgenious! (Ives 92) 

Mrs. Trotsky then shows Trotsky the entry ki the book. He sees that k says "mountaki 

climber's ax" and not "ice pick", realizes his mistake, and dies. 

Version Three is very short and contmues the action from Version Two. In Three 

Trotsky lifts his head and says, "I thought k was an ice pick." To which Mrs. Trotsky 

yells, "A mountaki climbers ax, a mountaki climbers ax, CAN'T YOU GET THAT 

THROUGH YOUR THICK SKULL?" (92) This is a great moment of double 

entendre. 

Variation Four is also short. It starts after the knowledge of the ax in Trotsky's 

head. In this variation k is Trotsky who is serious and Mrs. Trotsky who makes the 

jokes; he wonders what wUl become of him and she is worried about dmner. It ends 

with the vaudevillian Une; "Well she can forget the soup course" (93). Then he dies 

agaki. 
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Variation Four continues in this veki, with Trotsky wondering how a gardener 

could have kUled him. Mrs. Trotsky pokes flin at him about his situation, saykig, 

"Maybe he just wanted to pick your brain" (94). 

Variations Five and Six deal wkh Trotsky's confrontation of Ramon. In Sbc we 

fmd the reason for the murder: not based on poUtics but on love. Ramon and Mrs. 

Trotsky are having an affak, and Ramon kUled Trotsky to get him out of the way. In 

Seven, a rather cryptic Ramon says that Trotsky wUl never know why he killed him. 

In the final variation, Ives removes most of the strangeness from the situation and 

gives us a sentknental Trotsky extoUkig the things ki life that he has enjoyed. It is a 

long death scene, Trotsky commenting on the love for his wife, his Ufe, and the things 

that have made him happy. It ends wkh him waUcing to the door to see the flowers for 

the last tkne, where he coUapses and dies the final tkne. 

Ives did not include specific dkections on how each variation should be deak wkh, 

that being the choice of the dkector. My ideas for the stagkig of each of these plays I 

wUl discuss ki my next chapter. 
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CHAPTER m 

EVOLUTION OF DIRECTING CONCEPTS 

When I fmally decided on All in the Timing as the script I wanted to dkect, I reread 

k several tknes to get an idea of how I wanted to approach k. Skice these were five 

separate plays, they would requke five unique concepts. 

In this chapter I will discuss the concepts I had for each of the plays. I will wrke 

about each of them separately, as that is how I approached them Rememberkig that I 

was under a defkike time Iknit, I knew that the ideas for the shows would have to 

evolve throughout the rehearsal process. In the begkining, I had the glknmerkig of 

ideas and a basic dkection in which I wanted to go. Sometimes this idea would 

survive the entke process and fmd ks way to the production; sometimes I abandoned 

the original concepts for something I hoped was better. These better ideas came 

through process of collaboration wkh my stage manager and designers as well as the 

ideas of the actors. 

The details of order— which play should go where and why— weren't decided imtU 

the production started, so for now I will approach the plays in the order I read them: 

the order ki which they appear in the acting version. 

As I stated above, there are sbc plays in All in the Timing; I chose five. The sbcth 

play is a miniature opera called Philip Glass Buys a Loaf of Bread. I decided not to do 

this play as part of the production. The mam reason was that I did not thkik I had the 

time to put k together. When reading k I did not quke get the gist of what k was about 

and decided that I did not want to deal wkh k. The plays do not depend on one 
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another for production, so the other five would not be weakened by the loss of this 

one. So k is with the other five that I begki my evaluation of dkectmg concepts. 

Sure Thing 

My fkst thought when readkig Sure Thing was the idea of the rhythm and 

naturalness that would be needed ki order for k to work. The actors performkig this 

would have to develop an knpeccable conversational tone. This is a play about two 

people ki a restaurant. Wkh regard to the actkig, the bell and the stoppkig and startmg 

are secondary, to this conversational tone. The audience must feel as if they are at a 

table near these people and eavesdropping on thek conversation: the "fourth waU" at 

its finest. The reason this was so knportant to me had to do with the beU and the 

stopping and startmg; if I could create a sense of absolute normalky (if there is such a 

thing), then the unexpected ringkig of the bell and ks consequent restartkig of the 

action would produce the comedic effect I was lookkig for. 

The tknkig and rhythm of the conversation between the actors was the first concept 

with which I deak. The second problem I needed to address was the ringkig of the bell 

and the restartkig of the conversation. 

My fkst idea was to have a deliberate pause between each of the rings to give the 

audience the idea that a gaff had happened. I based the idea on the knprovisation 

game Rewkid. In Rewkid, the actors begki a scene while another person holds an 

knagkiary remote control. When the controUer says "rewkid," the actors play the 

scene ki reverse. The controUer says "play" and the actors replay the scene. I would 

use this exercise ki the rehearsal process. The idea was to allow for a moment of 
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reflection, as if the actors had reaUzed thek mistake and had tkne to react to k. This 

would give the audience a chance to see the effects of thek mistakes. Durkig the 

rehearsal process I would dispose of this concept, as k slowed the action of the play 

too much. 

While I would change the order of the plays to suk my needs and those of the actors 

playkig the parts, I wanted to keep Sure Thing as the fu-st show, as k was a nice 

kitroduction to the comkig plays. In fact. Sure Thing uses the Une "It's all ki the 

tknkig" (Ives 15) several tknes. 

Words, Words, Words 

The story about the three monkeys typing Hamlet was the next play I turned my 

attention to. Here I had Mikon, Kafka, and Swift as monkeys ki a cage trying to 

produce a text for the scientist Dr. Rosenbaum: not your everyday situation. My 

concepts for this play would have to be very different from those for Sure Thing. My 

first thought was actors playkig monkeys playkig wrkers, or at least wrkers' 

personaUties. I was undecided on which way to go with this play. I came up with two 

choices: one was to have the actors play monkeys to the hik, runnkig, jumpkig, 

picking thek nether regions, etc; this would show the kony between the actions and 

the names of the monkeys. My second idea was to have them dressed as monkeys, as 

the script calls for: 

They shouldn't be dressed in monkey suks, by the way. Instead, they wear 
the sort of little-kid clothes that chknps wear ki ckcuses: white shkts and 
bow ties for the boys, a flouncy little dress for Kafka. (Ives 27) 
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After having them come out ki these outfits, I would have them act as the wrkers 

themselves— very sophisticated and filled with knowledge— and let the costumes and 

the situation be the source of kony. I would let the audience see that k is the wrkers 

locked up in the bodies of monkeys, unable to escape thek predicament. The latter 

idea wouldn't work because in certain kistances in the script the actors do very 

monkey-like things, swkigkig on a tke, yelling, screeching, etc. I decided on a 

combination of both: moments of philosophical medkation, foUowed by moments of 

sheer monkeyshines. Rereadkig the script, I decided that that was exactly what the 

script caUed for, and it was the combkiation of the two that would bring out the 

comedic moments. 

The actual research of each of the authors was to be done by the actors durkig the 

rehearsal process, akhough I knew at the start that thek kiput would be key to the 

success of the play. 

The set caUs for a tke swkig and three typewrkers. I was not too worried about the 

typewrkers, but the tke swkig was a different matter. Since there is no fly system ki 

the Lab Theatre, I wondered how the tke swing would be designed. In the fkst 

production meetkig k was decided by Fred Christoffel and me that k would not be 

possible to have the tke swkig. We opted kistead for a monkey bar, a decision that did 

not change my concept for the show ki any great way. 

The Universal Language 

By far the most difficuk of the five plays. Universal Language was to cause me the 

most problems durkig the rehearsal process. It was not the skuation or the emotional 
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elements of the play that were going to be the cause of the problem, but the language 

and, as expected, the timkig. This play kitroduced the fictional language of 

Unamunda, a language developed by a con man to make money. I have described the 

play and its evolution in Chapter II; however, most of the mformation I gathered was 

after the fact, so aU I had to go on in the begmnkig were my kistkicts as a dkector. 

There was music to the language that was obvious after the first readkig. What I 

was going to do with the musicalky of the language was not so obvious. My first 

thoughts were to create the relationship between the two actors and then try to 

heighten that relationship through the language. My fkst notes on the play read: "the 

gkl is shy and stutters, the man is a con artist trykig to create an atmosphere of 

learnkig and confidence. He will be ki control for the begkining moments and will 

lose his control as his feelkigs begki to grow. They fall ki love, then he confesses his 

con to her, and she rekerates her feelkigs for him." This is a simple story line, but the 

language complicated k. I had to work with the dualky of the language. 

It took several readkigs for me to understand the subtle nuances of Unamunda. 

Wkh each new double entendre I got, there were five more I missed. Even up tUl the 

production kself and on openkig night, I discovered jokes that I had not heard before. 

This worried me in the begmnkig and throughout the process, as the audience was only 

gokig to get to hear the language once; if they did not understand k, then the play 

would fall flat. This happened on more than one occasion, though whether k was the 

fauk of the script, the dkector or the actor, I could not say. I did not thkik k was 

possible to get aU the nuances of the text ki one viewkig; I was gokig to have to get as 

many ki as I could. 
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The castkig of this play was gokig to be difficuk; this I knew from the start. I 

would have to find an actor with the abilky to capture the language of Unamunda and 

release k upon the audience ki such a way to be understood. These were problems that 

I would address durkig castkig. 

The Philadelphia 

After reading The Philadelphia, I knmediately saw the connection between this 

show and the Seinfeld episode mentioned ki Chapter II. This was to be my concept for 

the show. I wanted k to have the elements of a skcom. In the begkining I had the idea 

of even kicludmg canned laughter, but decided k did not fit weU. These characters 

were so much lUce those found in Seinfeld that I knmediately thought of casting the 

roles accordingly. This was not possible, as I hardly had any men audkion; physical 

types were not ki the reakn of my choices. 

In this show, as wkh all the others, timing was gokig to be essential. I could see by 

the readkig that if the pace of the show dragged, the show would skik. I enjoyed 

reading this script; k was one of my favorites. I thought k would transfer well onto 

the stage. The comedic elements were present; I saw two characters that were readUy 

identifiable to the audience and a situation that most people can relate to. I didn't feel 

that k was too long from readkig k, but after I saw k on stage, I began to see that k 

was gokig to (kag. The draggkig was comkig from a combkiation of things, which I 

wUl describe ki Chapter IV. 
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Variations on the Death of Trotsky 

Trotsky was to be the second hardest play to dkect out of the five. I knew this from 

the begkming. I also knew that k would be a lot of fliiL Trotsky, more than any of the 

other plays, allowed me the freedom to create whatever I wanted as dkector. Each of 

the eight variations needed a different kiterpretation ki order for them to appear 

different to the audience. Ives gave me eight scenes, each different from the others. It 

was up to me to decide how to approach them. 

I wanted to have a gradation of strangeness ki each of the variations. I decided to 

apply a different style to each variation. I decided to use the medium of television to 

accomplish this. 

In the fkst variation I wanted to have the actors play the scene reaUsticaUy to set the 

tone of the action. In the fkst variation the audience is kitroduced to the situation and 

what is happenkig to Trotsky. I wanted the actors to play the scene straightforward, 

with no overt comedic overtones. I wanted the audience to get the idea that this is the 

way k would really happen, then change each of the others to knply what might have 

occurred. The idea was to watch the scene on one channel, then to change channels, 

see the same show, but ki a different format. 

At the onset, I had only the general idea of how I wanted to approach each of the 

scenes. Although the actual style of each variation would change, my origmal 

concepts for the variations were: 

• A variation that modeled upon daytime soap operas (All My Children); 

• A variation that modeled upon the Honeymooners; 

• A Philip Marlow crime drama variation; 
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• A Twilight Zone, Outer Limits variation; 

• An ABC after-school special variation. 

The other three concepts would emerge durkig the rehearsal process. I wanted to see 

who I was working with before I went too far with the ideas for the show. Three of the 

variations were very short, in any case, and I decided that thek knplementation into the 

show would not be too difficuk. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SELECTION AND IMPLEMENTATION: THE FINAL PRODUCT 

General audkions were held in April of 1998. The actors who audkioned had to 

enroU ki the Summer Rep course for sbc hours of credk. This is a requkement of all 

graduate students and BFA majors, but not for BA majors. Normally such a "cattle-

caU" audkion would have numbered in the eighties or mneties, but since this was an 

audkion based on a class enrollment, we had considerably fewer. 

There were four dkectors who had to cast thek shows from the pool of actors that 

signed up for the class. Instead of eighty or nkiety actors to choose from, the 

dkectors had to choose from fourteen people. Of these fourteen actors, only one was 

male. My show had to have at least two men, and I had origkially wanted five men 

and five women. This would give me the ability to divide the parts equaUy among 

the actors without putting too much of a straki on anyone. The actors had to perform 

ki other shows and build the sets and run crew as well, and I wanted to make sure 

my actors had enough sanity and energy left to perform my show wkhout havmg a 

nervous breakdown. 

After the general audkions, three of the dkectors were unable to do thek shows 

due to the lack of male actors. I was one of them I had akeady changed my show 

once to aUow for the tkne constrictions, and k seemed as though I would have to 

change k agaki to an aU-female show. A meetkig was held immediately foUowing 

the general audkions, and k was decided that we would hold off castkig the shows 

untU we could either find more men or find new shows. I knmediately began 
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poundkig the bushes looking for male actors, as did the other dkectors, facuky 

members, and designers. We came up with five men to audkion for the show. Two 

of the five had performed on stage before, and the other three were completely 

ignorant of the whole idea of theatre. They were about to learn the hard way. 

The second round of audkions was really a technicality, as aU of the dkectors 

were gokig to use as many of the men as they could get away wkh. The actors who 

audkioned were not very skillful, but I found four who I thought I could work with. 

After this was done we had our caUbacks for the castkig of the Summer Rep shows. 

CaUbacks 

All of the plays ki All in the Timing, with the exception of Trotsky, deal with 

characters ki the age range of twenties to thkties. The age range was one of the 

reasons I picked All in the Timing; I knew the actors would be close to the age I 

needed them. With Trotsky I had lucked out, with an older actor audkioning who 

would be able to fill the role. I caUed back all six of the male actors, and six of the 

actresses who had audkioned. From this pool, I would select the people I wanted to 

perform^// in the Timing. Of course, ki the back of my mkid I was thkikkig about 

the castkig session I would fmd myself ki, and the other dkectors who would ki all 

probabiUty want the same people ki thek shows. It was explakied to us that no actor 

could be in more than two shows. So I would have to make my first selections, then 

be ready with the few backups available ki case I could not get them. 

I selected pages from each of the plays for the actors to perform. I paked up the 

actors and had them go kito the lobby to prepare for five mkiutes, based on these 
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scenes; I would then decide which ones I wanted in each play. I was looking for 

how weU the actors played off each other, as weU as an understandkig of the comedy 

of the text. I was also lookkig for comedic timkig. I was blessed with some very 

talented actresses, and I wasn't too concerned with castkig the female roles. It was 

the actors I was worried about, and my worries found justification as I watched the 

results of thek work. 

Out of the sbc men who audkioned, three of them had a sense of comedic timkig. 

They were Jack Favere, Jeff Smith (who for some reason wanted to be caUed Steven 

Jefferies), and Douglas Fiel. They were of course the actors who had performed 

before, and they had the presence I wanted. I wanted five men for the show, but 

chose only four: the above three and a newcomer named Steve McDonald. Steve 

did not have any theatre experience, but he had a strong voice and I thought I could 

work with him. 

For the women I chose Rachel Greene, Bethany Carter, Becca Fields, and Amy 

Johnson. These four women were fantastic in thek callbacks and were exactly what 

I was looking for. My only worry was that I might lose some of them to the other 

shows. I had excellent back-ups ki any case; Sandra Swan and Selandra Sknpson 

had also turned ki great audkions. 

The callbacks took about two hours, and when they were finished I thanked aU of 

the actors, especially the men who had put aside other plans for the summer and 

decided to enroU ki the bootcamp of Summer Rep, and I waked for the castkig to 

begki. 
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Castkig 

The four dkectors met wkh Fred Christoffel on Sunday to do the final castkig. A 

chaUcboard was set up with the names of the shows along the top. We would wrke 

down our ideal cast Ust on the board and then begki dickerkig for actors. This can be 

a frightening time for any dkector, and the mood was especiaUy tense because of the 

few actors that we had at our disposal. In a normal skuation, the dkector might not 

get who he wants for his show, but he has three or four replacements for that person 

who wiU work out. We did not have that luxury; each of us probably had our ideal 

cast plus one replacement whom we absolutely had to have m order for the show to 

work. This one actor would not be for a particular part but for several parts ki that 

one show. I wanted five men but I feared I would have to work with as few as two, 

which was the absolute minimum I could have and stUl have a show. 

I lost Amy Johnson, Sandra Swan, and Selandra Sknpson immediately. One of 

the shows being performed ki Summer Rep was Nunsense, and these actors were 

needed for thek skigkig abilkies. I was not too worried; there were only four 

women's parts ki the entke series of plays I was dkecting, and they were smaU 

enough that I thought I could do well wkh three. I was makkig a deal to get the two 

actresses I really wanted to be m the show, Rachel Greene and Bethany Carter. I 

knew Bethany would be needed for Nunsense- she skigs lUce the angels comkig 

down from heaven- but I knew she could be ki one more show. I also dickered for 

Rachel, as she was on everyone's cast Ust. My trades worked well for the women, 

and I ended wkh Becca Fields, Rachel Greene, and Bethany Carter as the women ki 

my show. The men were a different story. 
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Everyone needed men, except for Nunsense, which is aU women; Velica, the 

dkector, was lookkig rather smug as the rest started brawUng over the men. We aU 

wanted Doug and Jeff, but the problem remakied that they could only be ki two 

shows. Hung, who was dkectmg A Separate Peace and Another Moon Called Earth, 

needed an older actor. I wanted Jack to play Trotsky. Luckily, Tobyn the dkector of 

Help Wanted didn't need Jack, and that settled one of the male actors. After quke a 

bk of dickerkig, I got Jeff and Doug as weU. These two were essential to my ideas 

of the play, and I did not feel the show would be successfiil wkhout them. In the 

end, mkaculously, everyone went home happy. We made out our cast lists and went 

our separate ways. 

There was a two-week break before we all would rejoki and begki the rehearsal 

process. I met wkh my cast and gave them thek scripts. I had decided who would 

play what, for the most part, but I still wanted to try different pakkigs to see who 

was best suked for what part. I wanted the following actors ki the following parts: 

• Sure Thing: Doug and Rachel; 

• The Universal Language: Jeff, Bethany, and Steve McDonald; 

• The Philadelphia: Jeff, Doug, and Becca; 

• Variations on the Death of Trotsky: Jack, Becca, and Steve. 

As for Words, Words, Words I was uncertaki. The script calls for two men and a 

woman but I was thinking of makkig k aU women. For those two weeks foUowkig 

callbacks I had Rachel, Doug, and Jack as the monkeys, but I was not sure that 

would work. StUl I gave the actors thek parts and told them to be as memorized as 

they could be by the tkne they returned. Havmg been kivolved in the non-
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professional theatre for some time, I did not think they would be very off-book by 

the time we got back. I was not surprised. 

The Rehearsal Process 

When I thmk back on last summer, k seems to me that Summer Rep was doomed 

from the start. I akeady had two strikes agamst me: the changkig of the script and 

the fact that I had no male actors. The thkd strike was deUvered on the first day of 

Summer Rep, nor was I the only one who had been stmck out. 

We had our first Summer Rep meetkig at 11 a.m. Contracts were signed and 

turned in, and a schedule was set. I discovered at this tkne that one of my actors, 

Steve McDonald, was not gokig to be ki the show; Uttle did I know that k was gokig 

to become a trend. No explanation was given for his absence, and we could not find 

him for the rest of the summer. 

We had a production meeting for Timing at 2 p.m. I was introduced to the design 

team who would work on my show. Laura Polcer would be the stage manager, Fred 

Christoffel would design the set, Todd Proffit would design lights and Joan St. 

Germaki would be the costume designer. Wkh all the problems I had wkh the show, 

I was very happy to have this technical team workkig wkh me, akhough I must note 

that k is extremely difficuk at tknes to work with people who are your professors. I 

fek uncomfortable askkig them for things, as I did not thmk k was my place as a 

student. They both made k very comfortable for me, and for this I thank them, but 

there were stUl things that I wanted that I did not feel comfortable asking for because 

of who they were. These articles wiU be mentioned later. 
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The three of us discussed ideas for set and costumes while Laura took notes. We 

decided agamst using a tke swkig for Words. Fred determined that is was unsafe 

wkh the anchors that we had available. I agreed, and we decided on a monkey bar, a 

stationary pole like a chin-up bar for the actors to use. We discussed the ax ki the 

head for Trotsky; no defmke plans were made, akhough k was determined that k 

would be a costume piece. Fred asked me what I wanted as far as the set was 

concerned, and I told him that I wanted a bare stage with two entrances. Set pieces 

were to be moved on and off the stage and stored ki the wings. I wanted some sort 

of tknepieces on the set walls. I had looked at pictures of the original set and the 

designer had pakited a giant clock face on the floor; I wanted something sknilar to 

this only on the waUs, and many clocks kistead of one. Much to my amazement, by 

the end of the meeting Fred had sketched out three waUs wkh clock faces, a set that 

was very similar to what I was thkikkig. I said that what he had drawn would be just 

right for the walls, and we adjourned. 

My rehearsal time was scheduled nightly from 9:30 to 11:59 p.m. This meant that 

I would get my actors after they had put ki a fiiU day of work ki the shops, and then 

rehearsed for thek other shows. I was not happy with this slot, but there seemed 

little I could do about k. 

At the first rehearsal we did a readthrough of the script, still ki the order k 

appeared in the book. I knew I was not gokig to keep k ki this order, but for the tkne 

bekig k would suffice; I had not planned on rehearskig the shows in any particular 

order in any case. The actors would not aU be called at every rehearsal. I passed out 

the rehearsal schedule and explained my concepts for the show. I explakied to the 
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actors that we would be rehearsing two of the five shows every night. This would 

give the actors not kivolved in the plays bekig rehearsed the night off to rest and 

memorize lines. I was highly praised for this decision. 

We had a discussion on which actors would be going to Angel Fke. The Summer 

Rep class did not requke the actors to travel to Angel Fke. The trip was a bonus for 

those actors able to make the journey. The actors that were going to Angel Fke 

would have to start comkig to the rehearsals of the shows they would be takkig over 

startmg in the middle of the second week. My group of five actors would be cut to 

four, with many parts swkchkig hands. Jack was not going to Angel Fke, so I was 

going to put Jeff ki the role of Trotsky. We did not read through Words, Words, 

Words, as I was stUl unsure which actors to put in the roles. I was not sure Jack 

would be able to perform the movements I wanted for the monkeys, and I would 

oiUy have to recast his part for Angel Fke. 

In the next rehearsal, I ran kito a problem wkh one of my actors. Doug did not 

want to say the curse words that were in Philadelphia. He told me that if he used the 

language ki the script, "My mother wUl waUc on the stage and jerk me off by the 

ear." I was a bk flabbergasted by the idea. I thought that he had surely read the 

script beforehand, and any problems wkh the language would have been brought to 

my attention durkig the callbacks. Fred and I had akeady discussed the use of the 

language for the Angel Fke production, and I had agreed that we would change the 

more offensive words for the shows performed there. Now k seemed as if I would 

have to change the words earlier. It was a compromise I decided I could Uve wkh, 

although the other actors in the show were not too happy about the decision. Skice 
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that tkne I have wondered if that was the correct decision. Should I have allowed 

myself to be influenced by an actor's need? Perhaps ki a better situation I would 

have merely taken him out of that scene and found someone else. Since there were 

no other actors avaUable, I did not have that luxury. Doug was going to deUver even 

more bad news to me ki a few days, news that was far worse than a language 

problem. 

We rehearsed The Philadelphia and Trotsky first. This was the first tkne that I 

was able to see what I had to work with. There were some nice moments in both. 

Jack was going to be good as Trotsky. Becca, who I was uncertaki about, was also 

going to be very good. I explakied to the cast the ideas I had about the television 

shows and the different approaches to each variation, and Ustened to thek kiput. I 

had them try each of the variations a different way, givkig them basic blockmg that I 

could aker later. I wanted the process to be organic, to flow from the actors as they 

discovered new ideas. I was willkig to allow them this chance for discovery durkig 

the first week. If they had not come up with somethkig spectacular by then, I was 

gokig to have to resort to tellkig them where to go and what to do. I could only 

allow the actors who had trakikig this luxury. Doug was not used to bekig able to 

create on his own; he was used to dkectors teUkig him exactly what to do and where 

to go. I do not work this way. It is my feelkig that if I wanted a puppet show, I 

would buy some puppets and do everythkig myself This is of course a double-

edged sword, as there comes a tkne when discovery is over and the needs of the play 

overcome the needs of the actors and the creative process. It is a fine Ikie that 

dkectors must be aware of and know when to cross. 
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After a day off for Memorial Day, the cast returned. I had scheduled Sure Thing 

and Philly for rehearsal when I got a bomb ckopped on me. Doug came ki to teU me 

that he was quitting the show for religious reasons. He said, "I have prayed and 

prayed and this is not where God wants me to be." I could not beUeve k. I asked 

him if it were due to the language, which we had changed; he said no. I asked him 

if he was havkig problems with other members of the cast and he said no again. I 

talked with him for a while but could not get him to change his mind. Of course I 

had scheduled the two shows that he was in for rehearsal that night and I now had no 

actors with whom to work. I bade Doug farewell and told him I hoped God found 

the place where he was supposed to be, as long as k was not back ki the Texas Tech 

Theatre Department. I was considerably angry at this turn of events because now I 

had only one actor gokig to Angel Fke, when I needed at least two. 

That night I replaced Doug with Jeff for Sure Thing, and read Philly with Jeff 

Rachel and Jeff seemed to have a good chemistry for Sure Thing, and we spent most 

of the rehearsal familiarizkig Jeff wkh ks story. I began blockmg the show, pauskig 

to give them tkne for the reactions to the dialog before the bell sounded. We did not 

have a bell as of yet, and the stage manager gave the "dings" vocally. I decided that 

night that the only way this was gokig to work would be for me to play the part ki 

Philly. I also had a feelkig that this was not gokig to be allowed, as the dkectors of 

the show are not usually allowed to act in thek own plays; but the situation bekig 

what k was, I did not see any other choice. I fkiished rehearsal wkh very low spkks 

and waked for the next day to find out exactly what I could do about the situation. 
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Fred and I set up an emergency production meeting for Thursday to figure out my 

dilemma. It was decided that I would not be able to act ki my own show, so I fek 

that we had two choices: remove the show from Angel Fke or find another actor 

somewhere. Fred said that pulling the show was not an option, so we had to find an 

actor somewhere who could fill ki the part. This Uttle soap opera would be resolved 

eventuaUy, but for the tkne bekig I had to concentrate on the shows that I could 

dkect. I revised the rehearsal schedule to work on the shows that were cast. It was 

at this tkne that I decided to use aU women for Words, Words, Words. I fek that the 

show did not have to have two men and a woman, and that using all women would 

give the show an interesting twist, the same twist I thkik Ives was looking for when 

he decided to make Kafka a female chknp. Bethany was gokig to play Swift, Rachel 

was going to play Kafka, and Becca was gokig to play Mikon. I scheduled a 

rehearsal for Words that night. 

I now had two weeks untU technical rehearsals began. I told each of the actors ki 

Words to research thek respective authors and come up with some kiteresting 

mformation for a character background. Until that was completed, I wanted to work 

on the movements. Some of the actors had past kijuries that I was worried might 

affect thek abUky to do the movement I wanted, but at the onset aU went well. The 

actors agreed to get together and watch a National Geographic tape on monkeys that 

I thought would be a good model for the behavior I wanted to see on stage. That 

first rehearsal of Words consisted of basic movements and a readthrough of the 

script. I then moved on to Universal Language. 
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Universal Language had been coming along nicely in the past rehearsals. I 

started with basic blocking, reminding the actors that we were playing on a thmst 

stage and to keep themselves open to the audiences on the sides. This is a note I was 

to give often. 

To discuss this process in chronological order will be confliskig at best. From here 

on out I will discuss the shows one at a time instead of day to day. This will avoid 

the conftision of swkching from show to show as I did ki the rehearsal process. It 

was easy to dkect them in this way but k is not as easy to describe how I dkected 

them in this way. I had created a running order for the shows, but k would change 

before we opened; but I wiU discuss the plays ki the order that they were performed 

for the run of the show. 

Sure Thing 

Sure Thing was to be first ki the Uneup. I fek k was a good kitroduction into the 

world where I was gokig to take the audience. It was also the play that was comkig 

together the fastest. The actors had a good naturalistic qualky about them as the play 

progressed, but they were havkig trouble keepkig up the pace of the show. The pace 

would be excellent, the bell would sound, they would react to thek mistake, and then 

they would have to start from the begmnkig, trykig to reestabUsh the tempo of the 

lines. I used the improvisation exercise Rewkid to get them used to startmg, 

stoppkig, and repeatkig the text. This seemed to help them, but there was stUl 

something misskig. I did not realize at the tkne that the reactions to the mistakes the 

characters made were what were slowing the action. The pauses for reactions were 
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takkig too long and were not havmg the desked effect. Dr. Marks pokited this out to 

me when he sat ki on a rehearsal of the show. He thought that if I cut the reactions 

and knmediately went on with the action of the play after the bell sounded, the show 

would run more smoothly. I had not thought of that, and after I tried k, k was 

pakifuUy obvious that he was right. This solved the major problem I was havmg 

wkh the show, and allowed me to concentrate on polishing the other minor problems 

I was havkig. 

The other main problem I was havkig wkh the show was Jeff's enunciation. Jeff 

is blessed with a wonderfiiUy deep voice that resonates throughout the theatre; 

unfortunately, he mumbles all his Ikies and is impossible to understand. Working on 

this speech problem was one of the greatest tasks I had to accomplish. Jeff was 

unaware of the problem wkh his voice and would not listen when I told him I could 

not understand him. He stubbornly kisisted that k would get better, that k was only a 

cold that was causing the problem. To remedy the situation, I had the actors do a 

vocal warm-up that consisted of a great deal of plosive work. I told Jeff that I 

wanted him to bke the words off as he spoke them and to slow down his speech so 

that endkig consonants could be heard. I made little leeway with this problem untU 

the other actors and the dkector of the other show he was performkig ki brought k to 

his attention. He eventuaUy changed, and the show was much better. 

Lkie problems are a dkector's bane and an actor's nightmare. The way Ives 

wrkes does not help this problem. So much of Sure Thing is repeated dialog that k is 

easy for the actors to forget what is next. Countless times after we were off-book; 

the actors would forget thek place and have to stop to be remkided. This was more 
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Jeffs fauk than Rachel's, as Jeff was now in three out of the five shows in All in the 

Timing and had the lead role in all of them. So he had a considerable number of 

Ikies to learn for me and for the other show he was in. As the show continued 

toward ks opening, tensions began to rise between the two actors, and I had to play 

referee several times to keep tempers ki check. These frustration levels were due to 

the line problems as well as the fact that the actors were working seven days a week, 

fourteen hours a day. 

Stagkig Sure Thing was not much of a problem. The actors remakied seated at a 

table for most of the show. I had to poskion the table at an angle so that they could 

be observed from aU parts of the thmst stage. I spent most of the rehearsal time 

sittkig in the sections to the left and right of the stage to assure myself that the 

audience would be able to see the actors from all sides. The actors sometimes got 

too wrapped up ki thek conversation to remember to open up to the audience, and 

this was the note I gave to them most often. To me, Sure Thing was not about the 

movement or the stagkig but about the language. It needed no spectacle other than 

the sknple table and chaks and basic lightmg. 

Sure Thing was ready for performance before the other shows. The Une problem 

worked out ki the week of technical rehearsals as I had the actors run the lines 

continuously while technical matters were being deak with. They still occasionally 

forgot where they were, but they had such a firm grasp of where they were gokig 

with the text that they were able to pick up the lines at the next moment and 

contkiue. I had Bethany backstage rkigkig the bell for the show, and I often 

wondered how she managed to keep up with the actors when they suddenly jumped 
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ahead two pages. Her abUky to do this confirms the adage that practice makes 

perfect. Plackig Bethany backstage served a dual purpose: k allowed her to learn 

the role —she was taking over for Rachel ki Angel Fke— and put her in a place where 

she could ring the bell. Her abilky to keep up with the actors reassured me that her 

assuming of the role would be mostly pakiless. 

Wkh one week tUl Openkig Night and a month untU Angel Fke, I had Bethany 

start memorizkig the Ikies for the show. I had originally planned to replace Rachel 

on the fmal performance to give Bethany a chance to get used to the role before she 

went to Angel Fke. This would also give me a chance to see a performance and 

change thkigs that I thought needed fixkig. In the week before performances, I 

decided agamst k. This was partly due to pressure by Rachel not to replace her -she 

was enjoying the performance so much she wanted the whole run- and partly from 

viewkig the rehearsals with Bethany. Watching the rehearsals I saw that Bethany 

would not need a pre-Angel Fke performance. Bethany had no problem assuming 

the role and the tknkig and pace of the show did not faker with her presence. She 

did, of course, change the characterization a bk to fit her concept of the role, and I 

welcomed these changes. They were subtle enough that they did not requke any 

major readjustkig of blockmg or pace. She added more attitude to the character; I 

thought k fit well within the boundaries of the play. 

Variations on the Death of Trotsky 

The main reason for putting the shows in the order that I did was due to costume 

changes. The scene changes were taking anywhere from thkty seconds to one 
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mkiute, and this was not enough time for an actor to do a ftiU costume change and 

return for the next show. It may have been possible, but I did not see the pokit. The 

shows were not chronological and the characters were not the same. Why should I 

put an actor through that kkid of msh situation if I did not have to? When I dkect I 

try to take as much care of my actors as I can. I do not feel k is necessary to waste 

thek tkne when I do not need them, and I do not beUeve m havkig them perform 

tasks that are not necessary merely because k's the way I want thkigs done. This is a 

trak I thmk other dkectors I have worked with can learn from. By saykig I take care 

of my actors, I do not mean that I make the show suffer to cut them some slack, but I 

do beUeve m compromise, compassion, and Ustening to the ideas of the people I 

work with. It was for this reason that I chose Trotsky to follow Sure Thing. None of 

the actors ki Trotsky were ki Sure Thing. 

I needed another man for Trotsky. When Doug quk he left me a man short for 

Trotsky, Universal Language, and Philadelphia. I had worked Trotsky and 

Language without the extra man, as the roles were not that large. A week and a half 

before technicals started I found another actor. His name was Jason Cook, and he 

happened to be ki Dr. WUcox's summer class. He agreed to step kito the show, and I 

put him in the part of Ramon. Jason was kiexperienced, but he was a hard worker, 

and I think he did an excellent job ki the tkne that he had. 

There were a number of problems wkh Trotsky, the largest bekig what to do wkh 

each variation. I stuck to my original concept and began havmg the actors play each 

variation in a different style. The story made no Ikiear sense, as the skuation and 
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language changed wkh each variation. It needed to have a series of ideas for k to 

work. 

In the begkming, I did not take the concepts far enough. I reUed on the actors to 

make the changes ki the variations wkhout any help from spectacle. The Ughts were 

merely gokig to come up and go down between variations. Skice Sure Thing had 

reUed so heavUy on the dialog, I thought that Trotsky would follow suk. When aU 

else fails, blame the actors. I told the actors that they were flat and that they needed 

to pick up the pace and play up the comedy. They tried thek best, but k was stUl the 

same show with slight variations of theme. The soap opera idea was not comkig 

through, and k was difficuk to see the difference between the Honeymooners scene 

and the Twilight Zone scene. After I made these observations, I decided that k was 

my fauk that the variations were not workkig out. My mistake was thkikkig that 

Trotsky was lUce Sure Thing. It was not. Trotsky does not have the same type of 

rhythm and language that Sure Thing has. I had to create very specific concepts for 

each variation and add some spectacle to them or else they would never become 

anythkig and the show would die. 

I kept my origmal ideas and made some specific choices about which variation to 

pak with each concept. I finished wkh the foUowkig Ust: 

• Variation one: Realistic with an overtone of panic; 

• Variation Two: Lovey-dovey couple; 

• Variation three: Angry couple, kitro. to Honeymooners; 

• Variation four: Stepford Wives; 

• Variation five: The Honeymooners; 
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• Variation sbc: AU My Children; 

• Variation seven: FiknNok; 

• Variation eight: (the fmal death scene) reaUstic again. 

I can not explaki why I wanted each of the variations to follow these guidelkies; 

they just seemed to fit the style of the text. There was no subtle gradation of thought 

kivolved. It just seemed fimny. The cast seemed to enjoy the choices, and we went 

wkh them. Lookkig back on k, I do not thkik k needed any explanation; the 

audience was either gokig to like k or they were not. AU I know is that these ideas 

were better than the ones I had beforehand, and after I implemented them the show 

took off. 

I discussed my ideas wkh the lighting and sound designer, Todd Proffitt. I told 

him that 1 wanted a defmke shift in lights for each of the scenes. I showed him the 

order of the variations and explained what I wanted. He said that k would not be a 

problem, and went to work designing different lighting for each of the scenes. I left 

that part up to him to see what he came up with; the only thkig I kisisted on was 

Nadia 's Theme for the sound before the All My Children variation. He thought the 

idea was great, and agreed. We ended up wkh a green wash for Stepford Wives, a 

slow fade up with Nadia's Theme for All My Children, a very nice backlightkig 

black-and-white effect for the Film Nok scene, and canned laughter for the 

Honeymooners scene. 

That took care of the set and lights and the show. The other two main problems I 

had were with the ax and wkh Jack's Russian accent. 
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As I noted earlier, k is sometknes difficuk to demand thkigs from your professors. 

The ax ki Trotsky's head was one of these kistances. I had blocked ki moments of 

physical comedy ki the show, and I needed a workkig model of the ax to be sure that 

k would not faU off his head. I did not get one until technicals. I found this 

kiexcusable. It was a sknple ax costume piece, and I could not get Joan to make k 

for me. If I were ki a situation where I fek I was equal to those workkig wkh me, I 

would have demanded k and raised hell until I got k. Domg those types of thkigs to 

professors is apt to come back to haunt you later ki your scholastic career, so I 

refrakied. Once we had the ax, k would not stay on Jack's head, and the hak colors 

did not match. Joan worked on k diligently in the end, but by that tkne k was too 

late and I had to change the blockmg to fit what I had at the moment. In the end k 

worked out and the changes were mkior, but I stUl was not happy wkh the resuks. 

Jack's Russian accent was my next problem. He had a good accent, but k had the 

armoying habit of drifting off into an Irish accent. Whenever I pointed this out to 

him he did not believe me. Fmally, the other members of the cast told him this was 

tme and he was forced into belief As the play progressed, the accent got better and 

better untU it was finally fixed. The Irish still came out every once ki a while, but k 

wasn't enough to be noticeable. 

Words, Words, Words 

Words started later than the rest of the shows. Once I had decided to put the three 

gkls ki the roles, thkigs began to come together. The ladies researched thek 

respective authors and I copied some biographical information for all of them as 
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weU. The actors kicorporated this kiformation kito thek roles: Kafka as a kind of 

loner and brooder, Mikon as pro-estabUshment, and Swift as anti-establishment. 

The script was filled wkh references to these writers that we were discoverkig all the 

tkne, sometknes by accident: the repetkive use of the K key by the Kafka monkey 

for example. The language took care of the writers; the references to the three 

would be picked up by those audience members who were famiUar wkh the work of 

the writers portrayed, and no indication or dkection would help those who did not 

know the works of these wrkers. I wanted to work on the monkey movement and 

the moments in the script when the wrkers and the monkeys would come together. 

We started the rehearsals workkig on movement. The actors watched a video on 

monkeys and I worked with them on some rolls and arm movements that I wanted to 

see. I told the actors to do as much monkey business as they wanted to, thinkkig that 

what they were saykig and what they were doing would bring forth enough of a 

contrast to create humor. They got a little carried away. 

All of the actors had great monkey yells and movements. They would pick the 

ticks of one another, scratch thek nether regions, and roU around on the floor lUce 

tme chknps; the only problem was that I could not understand a thkig they were 

saykig. Robert Lewis talks about the kitention of lines and action ki his book Advice 

to the Players. The chapter on kitention explams how the actor must have a reason 

to do what he is domg on the stage in order for k to be believable. Wkhout k, there 

is only chaos and overactkig. Chaos and overactkig is exactly what I got from the 

actors as the play progressed. The decision to have continuous monkey play was a 

bad one. The character of the wrkers got lost in the stage buskiess, and the play 
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didn't make any sense. As a dkector I usually have to urge actors to be broader and 

have more energy; ki this play I had to bring the actors down to earth. 

I cut out aU of the monkey buskiess and had them do the show as normal people. 

I wanted to see how thek characterizations differed when I removed the movement. 

The actors had to rely on thek knowledge of the characters and what they knew 

about the writers they were portraykig kistead on movement. I was gokig to restore 

the movement, but I wanted to show the actors the extremes I was lookkig for. I 

wanted moments of very astute, philosophical behavior foUowed by tremendous 

outbursts of chimpery. When this was accomplished the show began to form. When 

I added the movement back in I was very specific about where I wanted k. I blocked 

the movement ki such a way that each monkey would move ki a figure eight around 

another monkey and a desk, and each would end up sittkig in another person's chak. 

This movement had to be choreographed, as the actors kept running into each other 

and endkig up in the wrong chak. After this was done, I allowed them to revert to 

the monkey mannerisms they had invented at the start. By doing this I had caused 

another problem to occur: the actors would only do the chimp gestures when they 

were movkig, when they were sitting stUl they reverted to human movements. I 

wanted human vocal expression and chimp movement together, so I had the actors 

recke thek Ikies as they moved about the stage as monkeys. The actors never 

complained about this, and they gave a tremendous amount of energy to each 

rehearsal. 

It was ki Words that I had the greatest amount of technical difficulty. I needed the 

monkey bar as soon as possible, since I had blocked a great deal of the action on k. 
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The actors would hang from the bar at various moments in the play, and yet all I had 

to work with was a table. I asked for the bar daUy, but with no resuks. By the time 

the bar was in place, I found that k was too unstable to work on. I had to put the 

table under the bar and let the actors stand on the table and rest thek arms on the bar. 

This detracted from the effect that I wanted. The actors were capable and willing to 

hang by thek feet on the bar, swkig, and do any number of thkigs that I asked of 

them, but the bar was unable to withstand thek weight. I do not know why this was 

and why k could not be fixed, but k never was. 

The other problem was the typewrkers. I needed three old typewrkers wkh keys 

that worked. The characters spent a good amount time typkig away during the show. 

I had the typewriters, but the keys did not work. No amount of work on them could 

fix this, and the technical dkector was unable or unwilling to fmd more. By the time 

the play opened we got one of them to work and the other actors just sort of 

pretended to type. I also did not have any paper ki the typewrkers. This does not 

seem lUce a difficult thing to fix, but k was well into technicals before someone got 

me three pieces of paper. 

There were also problems wkh the bananas and the peanuts used in the show. 

These were not given to the actors untU two days before the show. Once they were 

put on the stage, the actors were not ready for them. 

Swift at one pokit ki the show hits the peanut bowl ki a fit of rage. When Bethany 

finally had the peanuts, she hit the bowl so hard that the nuts went aU over the set. 

The other actors began throwing them at each other and soon broke character. 
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The banana is the real story. This piece of fruk had more of a comedic effect than 

anythkig else in the show. Swift is explakikig, unwittkigly following the story Une 

of Hamlet, how he is going to kill Rosenbaum with a poisoned sword and escape. 

He brandishes the banana at Kafka and then stabs hkn wkh k. 

The fkst tkne the banana was on stage, one of the crew promptly stepped on k 

and squished k. Bethany then used this squished banana as a sword, and when she 

brandished k at Rachel, the banana broke in half and hit Rachel ki the face. As the 

actors strove not to break character, Bethany attempted to stab Rachel wkh the rest 

of the broken banana. She stuffed the banana ki Rachel's mouth, much as Hamlet 

stuffed the poisoned wine in the kkig's mouth, and Rachel began to choke on the 

piece of banana that was squished in her mouth. She was not in any danger; she just 

could not deUver her next line. This broke up everyone in the room, kicludmg the 

dkector. After I recovered, I asked Rachel if she was all right, and then asked the 

actors if they could repeat that moment every night without breaking character. We 

had to change the poskion of the banana from Rachel's mouth to her chki, as she 

was unable to swaUow the banana ki tkne to deliver her next lkie, but the comedic 

effect was priceless. This moment was at the end of the show, and I thought k made 

a great endkig. 

The rehearsal process often gives birth to great ideas that the dkector never thinks 

of Rachel gave another of these ideas to me durkig a moment of the play when the 

chimps are talkkig about evolution. 

Rachel had the idea of havkig the actors stand in three different poses of man 

during evolution while they said these Ikies. Bethany would squat, Becca would 
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stand hunched over and Rachel would stand erect ki the back of the line. I thought 

this was a great idea and immediately added k to the scene. Just to drive the 

meaning home to the audience, I had them shift positions ki the middle of the line to 

have Becca standkig taU, and Rachel squatting. 

I enlisted the help of the Ught board operator Jkn Jose to play Dr. Rosenbaum. 

There is a moment in the script when the Ught comes on in the lab and the chimps 

run to thek chaks and do the "hear no evU, see no evU, speak no evil" pose. To 

sknulate the lab I had the operators ki the booth tum on the florescent Ughts and 

pretend to be observing the monkey's behavior. I also used Jkn for a technical 

moment that needed fixkig. At one pokit MUton does a series of tricks to get a 

cigarette, specificaUy a "Gauloise" (a word that the actor never learned how to say, 

regardless of the tknes Dr. Marks told her how to say k.) The script caUs for a Une 

that drops down kito the set and has a cigarette on k. This technical aspect of the 

show never came about and I needed a solution. I had Jkn dress m a white lab coat, 

walk to the edge of the actkig area and toss the cigarette to Mikon. This was an easy 

solution that I thought added a Uttle extra to the show. 

As wkh Sure Thing and Trotsky, I had to replace an actor for Angel Fke. In 

Words I decided to replace Rachel with Jason. This added another comedic element, 

as Kaflca was the monkey ki the dress and now we had cross-dresskig chknps on 

stage. Jason took to the role surpasskigly well, and had aU of his blockmg and Ikies 

down in plenty of tkne for the show. 

Sure Thing, Trotsky, and Words comprised the fkst half of my production. I 

clocked the nmnkig tkne for the first act at fifty mkiutes wkh scene changes. This 
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would leave Universal Language at the top of the second act and The Philadelphia 

as the show closer. These two shows together ran about thirty-seven minutes with 

scene changes. This made the show about nkiety minutes long wkh intermission. I 

decided to put an kitermission mto the show to aUow time for the actors to catch 

thek breath and for the running crew to clean up the banana mess from Words. 

The Universal Language 

Universal Language was one of the two shows for which I did not have to 

substitute actors for in Angel Fke. This may have been the biggest blessing of the 

entke show, because Universal Language was hard enough wkhout any extra 

trouble. This play would be the biggest test of my dkecting abilkies. 

The play not only deals wkh a new language; k has a person who stutters, a song-

and -dance number, and a love story as well. All this had to take place ki twenty 

mkiutes. As with Sure Thing, I had to concentrate first on the language and the 

rhythm of the dialog before I could concern myself with the blockmg and movement. 

I had trouble understandkig Jeff in Sure Thing. In Universal Language, where he 

had to speak a fictional language that was filled wkh double English meankigs and 

make k sound kiteUigible, he was completely kicomprehensible. He had established 

a rhythm for the language; the only problem was that he spoke k so fast that no one 

in the audience was gokig to be able to understand him. / could not understand him, 

and I was holdkig the script as he talked. I tried everything in my power to get him 

to slow down and open his mouth, but nothing would work. He was convkiced that 

he had to speak the language at that rate to convince the audience that he knew the 
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words. Nothkig I said would work, untU I explakied to hkn that he had to speak 

slowly as the character ki order for his scam to work on Dawn. If he just vomited 

this new language at her, she would not stay to learn k. This fmally gave him a 

reason to slow down, and the words finally started making sense. 

Bethany was havkig trouble with her stutter as weU, but we were able to work this 

problem out by lessenkig the need for k. She wanted a very pronounced stutter, and 

I assured her that the more subtle the stutter, the better k played. 

The other big problem ki the show was the song-and-dance number. At one pokit 

ki the play Don and Davm both begin speakkig Unamunda. This quickly turns kito a 

sort of scat-rap number where each of them trades off verses of Unamunda to an 

undisclosed beat. 

I racked my brain trykig to figure out what style of music to use. I did not want 

rap; k was not romantic enough, and this is the part of the show where the two begki 

fallkig ki love. I wanted scat, but scat was not lyric enough and did not have a 

defkike tempo. One day I was Ustenkig to Harry Connick, Jr., and I heard his duet 

rendkion of "Don't Talk about Me When I'm Gone" wkh Carmen McRea. In the 

middle of this swkig song, Harry and Carmen break kito a scat number with a very 

distkict beat. I replayed the part and grabbed a copy of the script. The words of the 

text matched the beat of the song and the rhythm of the scat aknost perfectly. I 

would have to double up on some beats and repeat the rhythm, but I thought I had 

my moment. I took k to the actors and told them what I wanted. They grasped the 

concept without too much trouble, and I added a dance step to the moment as weU. 

Now, ki the middle of this akeady strange show, the two characters break into song-
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and-dance and begin singkig gibberish. I loved it. This moment came late in the 

rehearsal process, for which I am to blame, but it reaUy brought the show together 

and gave k the romantic moment I had been lookkig for. 

Stagkig the show was somewhat difficuk as I had a large number of set pieces on 

the stage, and sight Unes were a problem. The script called for a teacher's desk, 

several smaUer desks, and a chalkboard. I arranged these pieces at an angle so that 

they could be viewed from aU sides of the stage. I had to have them far enough 

upstage so that the actors would have enough room for the dance number. After 

many such adjustments I fmally had the set arranged to my likkig, and the show was 

ready for performance. 

The Philadelphia 

When I put Jason into this show, I had hkn play the role of Mark, as that was the 

part Doug had origkially played. He was not suked for the part, so I switched roles 

and had him play Al. Jeff was not too crazy about this idea, skice he had akeady 

memorized half of Al's dialog. I could not blame him, but the show seemed to work 

better with Jason playkig AL Jeff talked me into to keepkig the roles as they were, 

with hkn playkig Al and Jason playkig Mark. I gave them the weekend to see what 

they could come up with, and the deal was that if they did a good job I would agree 

not to change them. This was a big mistake on my part, and the show was bad 

because of k. I never should have let an actor talk me into a decision I did not want 

to make. 
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Jason was too low-key to play Mark. Mark is in the middle of a crisis and he is 

freaking out. Jason could not puU this off. He did all right after we worked on it for 

a week, but I stUl think k was a bad decision. Jeff was much better as Mark; he had 

a kkid of nervous energy about hkn that fit the character perfectly. Be that as k may, 

I kept them in thek origkial roles and the show never found ks rhythm. Becca 

turned in a good performance as the waitress, and the characters handled the dialog 

well, but the essence of the show was never realized. The show demanded total 

opposkion: one character in heaven, the other ki hell. 

The show did have its moments. The scene where Mark is ordering the opposke 

of what he wants came off fme after we got the rhythm right. Jason worked very 

hard on his part, and Jeff worked very hard with him. The show had wings, but just 

could not get off the ground. 

Part of the problem was ki the script. The idea of The Philadelphia is fiiimy, but 

once the punch line has been told the rest is just not that fimny. I fek that k carried 

the idea too far and did not introduce anything new. The show was only fifteen 

mkiutes, and even that seemed too long. 

I had more technical problems wkh this show. The Philly cheesesteak sandwich, 

which Becca brings to Al to signify his immersion into the Philadelphia, was an 

example of this. The sandwich was made out of Styrofoam and was the ugUest thkig 

I had ever set eyes on. Of course k was not ready untU fmal dress, so there wasn't 

anything I could do about k and so I had to Uve wkh k. 

This show was the closkig play for the production of ̂ // in the Timing, and I fek 

that k was not flinny. I could not shift k to a different poskion because of Ughtkig 
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cues and actor scene changes. I hoped that the audience would enjoy k enough so 

that it would not min thek whole experience. 

Wkh all these doubts and troubles ki mind, I readied myself for the opening night 

performance. There were many more problems that I have not mentioned here; if I 

were to mention aU of them I'd never fmish, besides the fact that no theatre 

production ever runs perfectly, and k is our abUky to improvise when things go 

wrong that tmly notes our talent and perseverance. I had a great cast and crew and a 

great show; I looked forward to openkig night to see how aU of our hard work 

would turn out. 

Openkig Night 

All in the Timing opened on Saturday, June 20, 1998, to a large audience. I was 

excked and apprehensive to view the work that we had spent so much tkne on. 

Were the actors gokig to have the energy for the show? Would they remember thek 

Ikies and remember to speak clearly? Of all the moments I had created and the 

specific thkigs that I wanted to happen to make the show great, I returned to these 

sknple questions lUce a father wishing for his child to be bom with ten fmgers and 

toes. I got a child with about nine of each. 

Sure Thing began, and Jeff waUced out and promptly kitroduced himself as Jeff, 

not BUI. After that one of the actors dropped a line, and when they picked the action 

up; they were three pages ahead on dialog. This changed the show from fifteen 

mkiutes to about nine. I think I was the only one who noticed, as the actors did not 
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miss a beat when they jumped the pages; they were extremely comfortable wkh the 

script, and the flub did not show. All in all I was pretty happy with Sure Thing. 

Trotsky started off well untU the audience laughed at Jack's lines. After he 

realized that what he said was flinny, he knmediately turned mto a ham and began 

playing to the audience. This destroyed the concept of the show and nobody got the 

nuances of the different variations. The All My Children Variation, my favorite part 

in All in the Timing, did not eUck the response from the audience that I fek k should 

have. I was extremely depressed. The audience also didn't seem to understand the 

Film Nok sequence. I began to think that my concept for the show was not working 

because k lacked unity. 

Words, Words, PFbrt/̂  was very fliimy and full of energy; the actors had settled 

down by this pokit and were relaxkig ki thek roles. The three actors played thek 

parts perfectly, and the audience really enjoyed k. Most of the audience got a lot of 

the jokes concerning the wrkers, and I was bk surprised by this; perhaps I have a 

low opkiion of the Ikeracy of audiences. Rachel got another nose fuU of banana but 

managed to keep her cool, and the show was a big success. I went kito kitermission 

very relieved. I had wanted k to be perfect, but nothkig is perfect and the mistakes 

that were made could easily be remedied. I talked to the actors durkig kitermission, 

remkided them about thek enunciation, and told them they were domg a great job. 

Then I sat back to watch the second act. 

The first act had had some problems, but the second act had some catastrophes. 

Durkig Universal language nobody in the audience could understand what Jeff was 

saying. This was partly due to the language, and mostly due to the fact that Jeff was 
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talkkig much too fast. Once the audience understood what was happenkig, they stUl 

couldn't understand the double meanings of the words. Bethany did her best to slow 

Jeff dovm by talking slowly herself This only made Jeff talk faster as he must have 

thought the pace of the show was going to suffer. 

The show did get one big laugh, unfortunately k was not a moment that any of us 

prepared for. Durkig one of Bethany's monologues, Jeff sat in one of the desks at 

the edge of the stage. The chak slid off the stage kito the audience. This was not 

something that happened knmediately; Jeff fell for at least ten seconds. He fought k 

aU the way down, and did manage to roll out of the desk and back unto the acting 

area. Bethany at the time was talkkig about fallkig ki love with him, and she used 

this sight gag to add the word "Geronkno." The audience feU apart. Jeff was 

humiliated, and so frazzled that he was barely able to finish the play. They managed 

to get to the end and we went kito the last show. 

The Philadelphia was as bad as I thought k was gokig to be. Jeff was still so 

upset from his fall ki Universal Language that he knmediately told Jason that he was 

ki a Los Angeles kistead of a Philadelphia. I got the sense that Jeff fek that he (the 

actor, not the character) was ki a Philadelphia, and whatever he tried to do, the 

opposke happened. We did get a few laughs from the show, but k was not the 

endkig I wanted. 

The cast did receive a large round of applause at the end. I fek that they deserved 

k. What had happened on openkig night was bad luck; k was not reaUy anyone's 

fauk. This was the fkst tkne that the actors had an audience, and when they found 

out that they reaUy were funny, k kkid of threw them. I was certaki that the other 
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shows would be better as the run contkiued, and I was not disappointed. When the 

actors came out for the curtain call I applauded them for thek hard work, the hard 

work we had all done in the three weeks of hell that made up Summer Rep. 
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CHAPTER V 

EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Self-evaluation is difficuk. To do k correctly I have to distance myself from the 

work and see k as a separate entity. I will review my process and try to ascertain the 

effects of my decisions. 

The first part of my evaluation deals with script selection. As I have written, I 

changed the shows I was going to dkect up untU the last moment. I had trouble 

fmding a script that met the needs of Summer Rep. I feel that if I had had a greater 

knowledge of plays this would not have been so difficuk. The classes that I have 

taken at Texas Tech enabled me to thmk of many plays that I could do, but not many 

of them were modem. I feel that more research earUer in the process on my part 

would have given me firmer ground to stand on when the decision was made not to 

do the shows I had originally picked. When I choose Terrence McNally, I was 

baskig my decision on what would be best for my thesis, not what would be best for 

Summer Rep. I feel that there should be guidelkies to show how to select a show 

for the Summer Rep. I was ignorant of ks needs. Such kiformation probably exists, 

but I did not have k. 

I have learned that k is the theatre that comes fkst and the needs of the dkector 

and academia are second. As the dkector of a Summer Rep. show I needed to have a 

better understandkig of the audience and the process as a whole. I think that if I had 

dkected during the regular theatre season, a lot of my decisions would have been 

different. 
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Theatre is a learning process and each show is different. No matter how many 

times a person dkects, there wUl always be new challenges and new limitations. 

When I have dkected in the past, I have always been responsible for aU aspects of 

the production, from set and Ughts to stage managkig and dkectmg. When I have 

chosen scripts ki the past, k was usually based on how much of the process I could 

get done weU in the time that I had available. I chose All in the Timing with those 

thoughts ki mind. I do not feel k was a bad decision; I think the show worked very 

weU, but a Uttle more foresight might have produced something even better. 

Working wkh a team of people was a new experience. It was both rewarding and 

firustratkig. When I was responsible for everything, I had no one to blame but 

myself when things went wrong, and I took aU the credk when thkigs went right. 

Collaborating with three designers and a stage manager was different. I felt that 

some aspects of the show were not completed to my satisfaction, and other aspects 

were done to a degree greater than my own talents would have allowed. I think my 

biggest problem was my kiabUky to communicate to the other members of my team 

the things that I wanted. I learned the useflikiess of production meetkigs and 

extensive dkector's notes. When I was workkig alone I would jot down a Ust of 

things to do and go on. I used these same notes with my stage manager, and I see 

now that they were not detailed enough. 

The casting of the show was pretty much as I had experienced ki the past. I did 

have the problem of not havkig enough actors to choose from, but k worked out. In 

evaluating the castkig of the show I have to evaluate the effectiveness of Summer 

Rep. I think that there should be a way of deciding how many actors will be 
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available before the shows are picked. When I dkect, one of the factors I consider is 

who wiU be available to play the roles. I don't know how this can be fixed, but I 

thkik k is somethkig that needs to be addressed. The stress level was tremendous 

among the dkectors when we found out that we didn't have the actors to fill the 

roles. 

All thkigs considered, I feel that I had a great cast. I would have cast more men 

had I been able, and I would have replaced some of the actors with others during the 

rehearsal process; but this would have been ki a perfect world, and there is no such 

animal. 

It seems that the evaluation part of this thesis deals with thkigs that might have 

been, kistead of thkigs as they were. I thkik that in theatre we take what is available 

to us and make the best show we can. If there was one aspect of this process that I 

feel I should have spent more tkne on k was pre-production research. I went kito the 

show with only my instincts as a dkector. This has always been the way I work. I 

think that if I had more of an idea of what had happened before with other 

productions, I might have avoided some of the pkfalls that I ran kito. Variation on 

the Death of Trotsky is a good example. If I had some prior knowledge of what 

some of the other dkectors had done with the show, perhaps I would have been 

better able to develop the show kito something that was more workable. 

I think that by examkikig each of the shows individually I wUl be best able to 

evaluate the resuks of the production ki ks entkety. 
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Sure Thing 

I consider Sure Thing the best of the bunch. The show worked with the actors I 

had ki the roles and the way ki which I approached k. The decision to remove the 

pauses after the ringkig of the bell made the show complete. That this idea was not 

my ovm causes me some dismay-1 feel I should have seen k - but not too much. 

The fact that is was brought to my attention by another remstates the need to have 

many people workkig on a project, and the idea that one person does not know 

everythkig; my tkne at Texas Tech has taught me that. 

Variations on the Death of Trotsky 

This show was the most difficuk of the bunch. It was with this show that I feel I 

failed the most as a dkector. I was unprepared for this show, and the ideas that I 

finally came up with were half-formed. This show needed more spectacle and a 

more defmke idea of where k was gokig. The actors were fme and thek 

performances were good, but they needed me to teU them where to go. This is my 

fauk, not theks. I would have lUced to have another actor playkig Manuel, 

preferably a tall, dark Hispanic male. Jason was not ready to play an accent and a 

type, and I did not have tkne to teach him. If I had had an assistant dkector, that 

person might have been able to take hkn aside and work with him, but Jason came 

into the production with only a week and a half to get everythkig ready, and I do not 

think that he could have done much better. I would have lUced to have more time in 

general with the whole show, to work wkh accents and characterizations, but I think 

we did fme ki the time we had aUowed to us. Trotsky ki my opkiion was never fully 
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realized. I think with more tkne and more preparation on my part, the show would 

have been much better. 

Words, Words, Words 

This show had the most energy of aU. It needed k. I would not have changed 

much wkh this show. The actors were wonderful to work with, and they gave thek 

aU every tkne we rehearsed. The research the actresses and I did concemkig the 

authors they were playing helped knmensely in bringing an added dimension to the 

show. In hindsight, I should have realized then that research was helpful, but I stiU 

thought that I had a handle on k. I would have liked to have the technical aspects, 

such as the monkey bar and the typewrkers, koned out, but the problems were smaU 

enough that they did not detract significantly from the overall production. 

I did have some problems wkh the movements of the monkeys and the 

relationship to the authors, but I feel we developed the right combkiation ki the end. 

Perhaps we should have worked wkh food props earUer and saved on the loss of 

time ki the fmal rehearsals. 

The Universal Language 

Here agaki is an kistance when more forethought was necessary. When I read the 

show I thought only of gettkig an actor to speak the Ikies clearly. I should have 

spent more tkne on the meankig of the language in the beginnkig kistead of 

discoverkig the nuances as I went along. Too much of the show was lost ki the 

translation for the audience to fully enjoy ks intricacies. 
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I would have liked to have had an actor with better diction ki the role of Don. Jeff 

did an admkable job memorizkig the language and speaking k as a native, but I feel 

that he lacked the abilky to translate it kito something that the audience could enjoy. 

This could perhaps be an indication of poor dkecting on my part. Perhaps I should 

have spent more tkne with Jeff explainkig the nuances of the language. I did not 

have the tkne. 

The other big problem wkh this show was the song-and-dance number. I only 

went halfway wkh my idea. As Dr. Marks pokited out to me, I should have had an 

entke Ughtkig and musical effect to let the audience know that this was a production 

number. I did not do this because I did not want to break the reaUty of the show wkh 

a musical number out of nowhere. Skice that tkne I have studied Brecht, and now I 

feel that such a break would not have been wrong. Again I have an kistance where 

more forethought and research would have saved a lot of trouble. 

Other than these two drawbacks, I feel that Universal Language was a good show. 

It only requked more time to make k better. 

The Philadelphia 

The Philadelphia needed to be replaced with another show from David Ives. I 

reaUy lUced this show ki the begkmkig of rehearsals, but k died as the production 

contkiued. This was due to two thkigs: the lack of an actor, and my kiabilky to stick 

to my decisions as a dkector. The second of the two problems is the biggest error. 

If I had stuck to my origmal decision ki castkig the play, then the first problem 

would have solved kself. 
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I have outlkied this problem ki Chapter Four, but to rekerate, I should have put 

Jason ki the role of Al kistead of Mark. That I let Jeff talk me kito keepkig Jason as 

Mark despke my better judgment only increases my fauk. When I swkched the 

actors ki the roles, the play worked. When I changed them back k did not. It is as 

sknple as that. Jeff wanted time to work with Jason and I gave k to him, but they 

just didn't have enough tkne to make k work. If I had kept the roles as I wanted the 

play would have been a success. As k was, I feel that the show was lessened by the 

performances and that the show ended on a sour note. Perhaps plackig the show in a 

different location other than last on the bill would have lessened ks effect, but I will 

never know. 

Angel Fke 

(I am kicludmg the section on Angel Fke here because I was not able to see the 

resuks of the show untU after the actors returned from New Mexico.) 

When^// in the Timing went to Angel Fke, the cast was Becca Fields, Bethany 

Carter, Jeff Smkh and Jason Cook. These four actors were responsible for the entke 

show. I was unable to attend Angel Fke due to my teachkig schedule; but I was 

able to see a video tape of the production that the producer brought back from Angel 

Fke. 

When I viewed the tape, the first thkig I thought of was: "God, they look tked." I 

was not surprised by this, I was aware of the schedule they were under when they 

got there. As k turns out, Jeff and Bethany were sick. The energy of the show was 

down. 
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The show was good—I was worried about not bekig there—and k seemed as if 

the stage manager did a good job of keepkig my original concepts for the show 

intact. The space the actors played in was different than the Lab Theatre and this 

caused some diction problems, but k could have been the sound qualky of the 

videotape. AU in all I was pleased with the Angel Fke production of the show and I 

commend the actors for thek disciplkie ki keeping the show intact. 

Final Thoughts 

A professor ki a dkecting class once told me that nobody really knows what they 

are domg wkh this dkectmg stuff. I found the idea appalling; but as I continue to 

dkect shows, I fmd more and more often that he is correct. The best any of us can 

do when dkectkig is get as much ammunition together as we can to defend agamst 

the problems that we know will surface and try to shoot them down one by one. 

I have learned a great deal of information in my tkne at Texas Tech. I have 

learned the necessky of research and preplannkig. I have learned that theatre is a 

tool of knowledge as weU as a form of entertakiment. I have learned that many 

people far greater than I have made mistakes far greater than mkie and have 

contkiued to create art. I have learned more ki my two years here than I have at any 

tkne ki my fifteen years of theatre. Lastly, I have learned that I do not know 

everything about theatre and that I am only now begmnkig to learn. 
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All In the Timing 
by David Ives 

Directed by Trey Mlkolasky 

Set Design by Frederik Christoffel 
Costume Design by Joan St. Germain and Selandra Simpson 

Lighting/Sound Design by Todd Proffitt 
Stage Managed by Laura Polcer 

CAST 

Sure Thing 
Bill Stephen Jeffries 
Betty Rachel Greene 

Variations on the Death of Trotsky 
Trotsky Jack Favere 
Mrs. Trotsky Becca Fields 
Ramon Jason Cook 

Words, Words. Words 
Swift Bethany Carter 
Kafka Rachel Greene 
Milton Becca Fields 

The Universal Language 
Dawn Bethany Carter 
Don Stephen Jeffries 
The Man Jason Cook 

The Philadelphia 
Al Stephen Jeffries 
Mark Jason Cook 
Waitress Becca Fields 

CREW 
Lights: Jim Jose Sound: Scharlet Stasny 

Set/Props: Kathryn Coleman, Todd Proffitt, Thomas Sullivan 
Costumes: JaDarric Davis, Sandra Swan 

There will be one ten-minute intermission 
Produced by special arrangement with Dramatists Play Service, Inc. 

Figure 1. Program 
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